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Minimally invasive procedures, such as laparoscopy, have significantly decreased 

blood loss, postoperative morbidity and length of hospital stay. Robot-assisted Mini-

mally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has offered refined accuracy and more ergonomic in-

struments for surgeons, further minimizing trauma to the patient [1]. On the other 

hand, training surgeons in minimally invasive surgical procedures is becoming in-

creasingly long and arduous [2]. In this paper, we outline the rationale of a novel de-

sign of instruments for robotic surgery with increased dexterity that will provide more 

natural manipulation of soft tissues. The proposed system will not only reduce the 

training time for surgeons but also improve the ergonomics of the procedure. 

The weight of the benefits of the most commonly used robotic system, the Da Vin-

ci Surgical System [3], is often questioned due to its great volume and cost. Various 

multi-moduled continuum surgical robots have been developed; Xu [4] presented a 

workspace analysis and animation of a 17-DoF robotic effector platform for Single 

Port Access (SPA) surgery, composed of two snake-like arms and a controllable ste-

reoscopic camera. The SPRINT system [5] is also intended for SPA and comprises 

two arms, each with 6-DoF. Although both systems have a high degree of dexterity 

for manipulation of soft tissues, the surgeon will still have to be thoroughly trained to 

operate these systems, just like the traditional laparoscopic instruments. 

The benefits of SPA surgery, besides cosmetic, are not unambiguously proven and 

accepted by all surgeons due to e.g. higher risk of hernia [6]. Our work starts with the 

concept of multi-port and hand assisted laparoscopic surgery, where the surgeon can 

insert a hand through a small incision in the patient’s abdomen, manipulating organs 

and tissue faster and more efficiently. Our instrument design approach is illustrated 

with the concept drawing in Figure 1a. Three incisions are needed; one for the camera 

and two for each of the two hand-like instruments. Each tool carries a three-finger 

subsystem with 5-DoF articulation of each finger. The surgeon, wearing an adjustable 

exoskeleton on his/her hands, remotely controls the instruments which imitate the 

movement of the surgeon’s hands. Two fingers are used as grasping forceps (or Mary-

land forceps), while the third could be used for extra support and also could be carry-

ing a retracting blade or other knot-tying assisting gripper. 
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Fig. 1. a. Layout of instruments and camera inside the abdomen b. Folded – extended position 

 

The multi-joint structure is foldable and the whole diameter of the instrument is 

such that the incision is kept to a minimum. The insufflation of the abdomen after the 

instruments have been inserted allows for safe unfolding into full position, illustrated 

in Figure 1b. The kinematic and dynamic model was derived and Figure 2 shows the 

simulation of the system in Matlab. As demonstrated, the thumb is folded back into 

the arm-structure when the instrument enters the abdominal wall (folded position). 

  
Fig. 2. Simulation in Matlab instruments and camera in a folded and extended position 

 

Although the proposed concept differs from the ones in use at the moment, it is 

based on the belief that the transition from open to robotic surgery is complex due to 

the difference in nature of the robotic (as well as laparoscopic) instruments from the 

surgeon’s hands and the open surgery techniques. This assumption is currently being 

validated through a European survey of minimally invasive surgery practitioners. 
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